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IHSA is a leader in health and safety 
education. Through skills-based training, 
auditing, and evaluation, we provide 
safety solutions to those who perform 
high-risk activities such as working 
at heights, working with energized 
high-voltage power systems, driving 
motor vehicles, transporting dangerous 
goods, working on suspended access 
equipment, and utility line clearing.

Make safety work for you.
IHSA is your fi rst step.

We help our members continuously 
improve their health and safety 
performance by providing eff ective and 
innovative sector-specifi c programs, 
products, and services.

Find out what we can do 
for you at ihsa.ca

Lifting Safety

Move Your Feet—Step or 
Pivot, Don’t Twist
Feet are used to move and change direction. 
If you try to change direction without moving 
your feet, you are forced into an injury- 
inducing position. 

Make it easy on yourself. Change directions 
with your feet, not your back. Pivot—don’t 
twist. To avoid a twist, take a step or steps 
when necessary. The same principle applies to 
your whole body. When exiting a seat, pivot 
your entire body, and use leg muscles to get 
up rather than twisting out of the seat.

Using the Existing 
Equipment and Facilities to 
Assist You

A keen eye and 
common sense 
will help you make 
the most of your 
surroundings, 
especially when 
it comes to lifting 
and lowering. Stay 
alert for existing 
equipment or items 
in the facility that 
can assist you.

Look for 
opportunities 
where equipment 
and/or facilities 
can support all or 
part of the weight 
of the object. 
The less time you 
spend bearing the 
entire weight of the 
object, the better.
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Stay Healthy 
Lift Safely



The Keys to Lifting & Lowering

Position your Feet
To get the most out of your stance, position your 
feet approximately shoulder-width apart, with 
one foot slightly in front of the other. This will 
give you the best balance to handle a lifting or 
lowering motion.

Get a Firm Grip and Grasp 
Opposite Corners
A fi rm grip minimizes the possibility of dropping 
the object. A fi rm grip also reduces your 
potential need to use a jerking motion to try  
to regain control of the item. To improve your 
grip, simply grasp the top corner with one hand 
and grasp the bottom, opposite corner with the 
other hand. When you lift the object, this hand 
positioning will cause the object to come into a 
resting position in your Power Zone. Grasping 
opposite corners also allows for continued 
control and stability when turning a package 
over.

*Power Zone is “the area within your range of motion that gives 
you the maximum strength capability with the most comfort”.

Leverage Your Strength
Bring objects into your Power Zone*. Pull or 
slide the object toward your stomach (around 
the navel), and tighten your abdominal muscles 
in preparation for the lift.
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Test for Weight and for Shifting 
Contents
It is helpful to know what’s inside a package in order 
to use the proper lifting and lowering techniques. The 
following test will prepare you for any surprises:

Test the weight of the package by pulling or sliding it 
toward you. The amount of resistance will give you a 
good idea of how much it weighs. 

At home, most objects are easily identifi able, and 
weight can be guessed before handling. However, be 
careful of containers or objects that may have hidden 
contents.

Although testing an item will let you know that you 
can handle the weight of the object, shifting contents 
can also be a problem. To minimize the potential of 
having the contents shift away from you, tip the object 
toward you. Then, if the contents shift, they’ll shift 
toward your Power Zone, and you’ll be in maximum 
control of the situation. 

If the total weight of a shifting object could cause a 
loss of control when the contents shift, DO NOT tip the 
object toward you. Seek assistance from others or use 
a safety aid such as a hand cart.
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Bend the Knees
Whenever possible, minimize the need for 
bending. Try to position your body so that the 
origin and destination for the object are between 
your thigh and chest. However, when bending is 
necessary, keep the natural curve of your back 
and bend your knees to reach or place low-level 
objects.
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